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6

Abstract7

This paper is a theoretical study based on information from the literature on emotions in8

organizations seeking the following aspects: conceptual clarification and definition of9

emotions, presenting the main interpretive-explanatory theoretical models depending on which10

analysis is performed, and highlighting the main causes associated with the appearance of11

emotions. In this paper we present some of the theories which outlines general conceptual12

framework used in addressing emotions. The second part of the paper is centered on the13

analysis of eight emotions, four positive emotions (joy, happiness, gratitude and well-being)14

and four negative emotions (anger, fear, envy and jealousy). Descriptive picture follows the15

main indicators of emotions in terms of intensity or level of activation, hedonic tone, duration,16

direction, expression, motivational value and cognitive value. The last part of the paper17

contains some general considerations on emotion management in organizations.18

19

Index terms— positive emotions, negative emotions, emotional management, organizational context.20

1 INTRODUCTION21

n recent decades have made important progress towards understanding the role of emotions in organizational22
environment. Although the interest of researchers for the study of emotion and affective influences on23
organizational behavior has increased in recent years, there are still some differences and disagreements among24
experts regarding the precise way in which emotion can be defined. These conceptual difficulties to circumscribe25
the boundaries of uniform definitions emotions is explained by the complexity of the variable ”emotion”, the26
richness, diversity and uniqueness of individual emotional experience.27

Research in organizational psychology have shown that positive emotions are associated with increased28
creativity, cognitive flexibility, labor productivity and professional satisfactions, the availability of communication29
and negotiation skills, etc. Positive emotions, by organizing and constructive effects, optimize the quality of work.30
Ilies & Judge (2005) found that employees in situations experiencing pleasant emotions, tend to set higher goals31
and to engage in constructive activity and generative ways.32

Theory ”broaden-and-build” (expansion and construction), developed by Fredrickson (2001), argues Author33
: University Lector, PhD ”Spiru Haret” University, Faculty of Sociology-Psychology,Bucharest. that positive34
emotions experienced by employees extend the relationship between thought and action (currently tend to broaden35
the repertoire of thinking), gives plasticity and cognitive flexibility schemes, allow flexible operation with the data36
and lead to a creative exploration of ideas.37

Positive emotions are associated with increased creativity, spontaneity and responsiveness to stimuli, influences38
how easy involvement in professional and constructive approach and creative tasks by exploring new ways to meet39
the requirements of professional activity.40

However, prolonged hedonic tone, although some tasks easier, especially those involving creativity, can inhibit41
performance in rigorous activities that require concentration, planning and effort. Exaggerated optimism,42
unrealistic, can not make the effort to be made to resolve problematic situations difficult or challenging goals.43
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4 NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL THEORIES DEFINE EMOTION IN

Cheerful and optimistic people can over-or underestimate the dangers of risky situations, on the other hand,44
people with a balanced level of positive emotions dealing with situations with lucidity and realism.45

With regard to negative emotions, most experimental studies show harmful effects, such as restricting the46
repertoire of thinking, the tendency to process negative information and maintaining the dysfunctional cognitive47
schemes, work dissatisfaction, low emotional engagement tend to leave the organization ( employees wish to48
change their work), etc.49

However, although there are negative emotions tend to be regarded as dysfunctional and socially undesirable,50
several studies have shown that in the workplace, negative emotions can become functional in that it promotes51
more efficient cognitive processing of information and perceptions more realistic. Of course, when lived with52
maximum intensity, negative emotions can interfere with mental functioning and may acquire the potential to53
enable inappropriate behavior.54

2 II.55

3 EXPLANATORY-INTERPRETATIVE THEORETICAL56

MODELS OF EMOTIONS57

Theorists, according to the scientific paradigm to joining offer various explanations and interpretations of the58
genesis, nature and procesualit??ii emotional Global Journal of Human Social Science Volume XI Issue IX Version59
I relevant to the issues addressed, we present the most popular interpretive-explanatory theoretical models of60
emotions, in general, and some theories on emotions in organizations:61

1. evolutionary theory; 2. neurophysiological theories; 3. theory of discrete emotions; 4. theory of affective62
primacy; 5. cognitive theories; 6. theoretical model of emotions developed by N. Frijda, 7. affective events theory63
(AET), 8. affective infusion model (AIM).64

1. Evolutionary theory. Evolutionary perspective, emotions are interpreted as adaptive subsystems derived65
from survival needs or expressions of inherited programs, hereditary (genetic programming that predispose to66
certain types of emotional reactions).67

One of the first representatives of the theory of evolution and the scientific approach to emotion is Charles68
Darwin (1967) that the basic discrete emotions are caused by genetic heritage, they are universal and adaptive69
function (manifested in all cultures). He identifies eight basic discrete emotions: 1. suffering; 2. sadness or70
depression; 3. joy; 4. Malaise; 5. hatred and anger; 6. contempt and disgust; 7. surprise, fear, and fear; 8.71
shame.72

Of basic emotions, fear, emotion is considered fundamental, essential for survival, including the basal73
mechanism of conservation of the species. Fear, originally engrams in dangerous situations for survival, is74
activated unconsciously in dealing with threatening stimuli or which would be a potential danger. Evolutionary75
approach, diversity and complexity of emotional experience is due to their development, both in ontogenetic and76
phylogenetic line from simpler forms to more complex forms, developed and adaptive self organized according to77
the goals of each species and body part.78

4 Neurophysiological theories define emotion in79

terms of neurophysiology, focusing on organic manifestations, biological accompanying feelings: changing80
respiratory rate, heart rate, increased levels of adrenaline, dopamine and other chemical mediators, etc.81

Physiological theories of emotion first (focused on highlighting the role of factors in determining the occurrence82
neurofizologici emotions) were peripheral theory of emotion (William James, 1890) and central physiological83
theory (Walter Cannon, 1927). Peripheral theory argues that emotions origin is peripheral autonomic changes:84
”we are afraid because we run”, ”we are happy because we laugh”. According to the theory of physiological,85
expression of emotion has an emotional self-regulation (feedback effect of expression).86

Further research on the neurophysiological substrate of emotions have valued the role of the limbic system in87
triggering emotional responses. Main (ANS -in terms of brain activation level) and the transformation activity88
of chemical mediators.89

Neurophysiological perspective, emotions are defined in terms of endogenous and exogenous inputs to the90
nervous system. Receiving specialized cells senses changes in nerve stimulus energy. Receiving information91
from the structures of the analyzers (information on or impulse) moving inland for the thalamus, neocortex and92
amygdala.93

Recent advances in the neurophysiology of the biological basis of emotions have shown that the limbic system is94
not the only mechanism involved in triggering emotions. Although the significance of emotional stimuli, internal95
or external, is deciphered in the limbic system, the current studies demonstrate the existence of multiple neural96
pathways and specialized areas in processing emotional information.97

Neurophysiological homeostatic mechanisms work, tend to balance, in order to reduce energy and mental98
limits to maintain constant (homeostasis). Tension is a normal state of living systems, a coordinated intrinsic99
human psyche, a product of the interaction or conflict between contrary forces inherent in the relationship life.100
Maintaining an optimal level of internal tension, the balance between the energy available and the person they101
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consume, is the key to mental balance and emotional stability: an intensity too high or too low feelings of102
disturbing effects, dezorganizatoare on personality.103

5 The theory of discrete emotions (Discrete104

Emotions Theory, Differential Emotions Theory called -DET - Izard, 1991Izard, , 1993) ) conceptualize emotions105
as systems with heterogeneous, highly individualized. According to Izard (1991), emotions function as a system106
as a whole different emotional elements, which interact, which influence each other, but retain their relative107
autonomy within the mutual conditioning.108

Thus, a mixture of emotions such as fear, anger, fear, experienced simultaneously, leading to a complex109
emotional experience that brings together different elements specific emotions, but which has a dominant110
emotional tone, given the emotion with the highest intensity. In the reciprocal action, some emotions are111
amplified, others diminish, and emotional behavior reflect these dynamic changes. Izard (1991) defines emotion112
as a complex system, characterized by the interaction between neurohormonal components, expressive behavior113
and empirical (experiential). Emotions are associated with each other and form contingent emotional patterns,114
through repetition, is stable over time. Emotional systems are formed as the person’s emotional responses to115
specific situations are repeated over time,116

Positive And Negative Emotions Within The Organizational Context components of the limbic system include:117
cingulate cortex previously, tonsillar nucleus and hypothalamus; in general, studies have turned to higher nervous118
activity whereas the repetition, at the neurophysiological specific neural pathways are formed and strengthened119
links between elements of emotional experience.120

Discrete emotion systems are interconnected and have flexibility, both within the system and relations Global121
Journal of Human Social Science Volume XI Issue IX Version I with other systems: motivational, cognitive, etc.122
Beyond the plasticity and flexibility of emotional patterns, but formed a coherent structure, unitary, which also123
guarantees the continuity of life and emotional equilibrium.124

Internal organization of the nervous system plays a key role in adaptation to environmental requirements and125
mental stability. Destruction emotional systems, found in pathological development of personality, reduces self-126
adjustment and adaptive capacities of the subject. In conflict situations, that is over and adaptation response of127
the individual (such as frustration and, in general, conditions involving the presence of obstacles to achieve goals),128
is activated not only specific discrete emotion, but a set of emotions for example, anger, and disappointment,129
despair, helplessness, etc.130

After Izard (1991), the emotions of the same sign (positive or negative) based on similarity, form couples,131
which are activated simultaneously. For example, a positive emotion (joy), activates other emotions of the same132
type (satisfaction, well being, optimism) and at nearby motivational triggers tend purpose.133

A negative emotion such as anger, emotions activate the same sign, disgust, contempt and tend to avoid the134
destruction of its purpose. If the models of discrete emotions -in the course of emotional experience -plus a135
reasonable interpretation, then the response sequences are enhanced by cognitive assessment, either positively or136
negatively.137

4. The theory of affective primacy - (LeDoux, 1996, Zajonc, 1980) -argues that emotions can trigger before138
the stimulus and rational assessments independently of them. Affective primacy theory is supported by two main139
categories of arguments: 1) neurophysiological evidence demonstrating the existence of specialized neural circuits140
directly trigger emotional responses in the amygdala, without the need for information processing in the cortex141
superior and 2) the results experimental research that subliminal stimuli were used. Zajonc (1980) conducted142
a series of experiments in which subjects were exposed to subliminal stimuli and demonstrated the influence143
of unconscious processes of information processing. Although not able to identify subliminal stimuli they were144
exposed to the experiment, participants reacted emotionally to sensory stimulation. Experimental data have145
shown the effects of subliminal stimulation on triggering emotional responses. Emotional responses to stimuli146
in the onset of emotions. Cognitive theorists emphasizes that cognitions are able to influence the dynamics of147
emotional experiencing, shaping it or changing it, depending on the person’s adaptive goals.148

The cognitive interpretation of emotions is called the concept of ”cognitive representation”, referring to the149
set of images and ideas that precede and accompany triggers emotional processes. In terms of neurophysiology,150
”emotional experience” and the appropriate emotional response are the result of higher information processing in151
the cortex. Cognitive perspective, not the object (stimulus) in itself is important, but rather how the person plays,152
rational meaning that it assigns. 6. The theory of emotions developed by N. Frijda (1987) emphasizes the role of153
situational antecedents of emotion and overall assessment of the significance of the stimulus, when experiencing a154
particular emotion, for the purposes of processing information at multiple levels: conscious -unconscious, sensory155
-cognitive -affective, etc.).156

Overall emotional experience in relation to a stimulus is interpreted by Frijda (1987) as a succession157
of emotional episodes, running with great speed, in which affective and cognitive evaluations take place158
simultaneously, the following: a) situational antecedents of living (information on previous experience in relation159
to the stimulus, memory of past experiences, b) stimulus attributes, c) the context in which the stimulus occurs, d)160
concerns or timing purposes subject to emotional stimuli. Evaluation is done especially in terms of ”fitmismatch”161
or degree of compatibility between living situation ”here and now” (goals of the moment) and the general goals162
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8 III. POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE EMOTIONS

of the subject (in terms of relevance to the many concerns of the body). The purpose of evaluation mechanisms163
consists in choosing a behavioral way of many possible variants actional.164

7. Affective events theory -AET (Weiss & Cropanzano, 1996) argues that emotions in organizations are caused165
by the intervention of workplace events. No events determines the intensity of emotions, attitudes and behaviors166
at work, and especially the frequency of events. For example, although people are able to face a negative situation167
at work, their resistance decreases due to the emergence of a series of negative events.168

6 Affective Infusion Model (AIM). After Forgas169

(1995), in the organizational environment, the employee quickly evaluate stimuli and situations that must adapt:170
Positive And Negative Emotions Within The Organizational Context stimuli have both a conscious deter-171

mination (ego rational filtering mechanisms of information) and an unconscious: unconscious nature is mostly172
emotional and unconscious reactions to stimuli are highly charged emotionally.173

5. Cognitive theories on emotions stresses the role of cognitive factors and rational assessment of emotional174
evaluation may be congruent with rational evaluation or, conversely, can contradict. Based on overall affective175
evaluation and extraction of the essential elements of subjective experiences (infusion), ”infiltrating” the whole176
structure of the psyche (unconscious, conscious, unconscious), emotions have the ability to activate retrieval177
systems (past experience stored in memory updates), influence attentional mechanisms, volition and decision178
(judgments, decisions and behavior of employees).179

Currently, it is accepted the idea of interaction between hereditary factors, neurophysiological, emotional and180
cognitive experiences trigger emotional. All the above theories have contributed to building a relevant conceptual181
framework to analyze emotions on several dimensions. In the present study and investigation of emotions focuses182
on several major coordinated according to the four basic components of emotional processes:183

1. Cognitive or rational evaluation component.184
Interpretation of the significance of stimuli is done at several levels: a) orientation and focus attention to185

significant stimuli for the subject (for example, people are prone to anxiety stimuli anxiogeni); b) information186
processing in the memory (the same example of anxiety, and memory refresh events pleasant or unpleasant,187
anxiogen construction scenarios etc.).188

7 Behavioral component includes two dimensions:189

external behavioral manifestations (expressive component) and direction of behavioral orientation in terms of190
stimuli and involvement in the activity.191

Emotions are accompanied by behavioral manifestations and external reactions, observable, measurable.192
External manifestations of emotion is subject to interpretation by both the individual and by observers from193
the environment. In the context of communication and social interaction, people are guided by indicators of194
emotional states (intonation, tone of voice changes, body movements, gestures, facial expressions, posture, etc.)195
and adjusts its behavior according to these emotional expressions.196

Expressive components of emotion are influenced by self-adjustment and emotional self-control capabilities of197
the subject, which can display emotions experienced as genuine or false emotions, at odds with his real feelings.198

Attitude refers to the orientation behavior to stimuli (objects, people, tasks, situations), their approach in a199
defensive or constructive (for example, if people change their attitude towards anxiety activity within the meaning200
tendency to avoid threatening stimuli evaluated as) 3. Neurophysiological component refers to all organic changes,201
neurovegetative accompanying emotional processes: changes in respiratory rate, heart elements of the process,202
the components described above not always manifest themselves simultaneously; they can operate dissociated203
(eg, dissociation living expressive conduct).204

8 III. POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE EMOTIONS205

Emotions are affective states short, intense, with calm or tumultuous conduct, with a well-defined orientation206
(for objects, people, specific situations etc.). Emotions originate in processing information that occur at both207
conscious and unconscious level.208

Awareness of discrete emotions differ from one individual to another but generally, people who have a good level209
of emotional integration and in contact with their own emotional experience, have also the ability to ”call” their210
feelings and assign them to objects or specific causes ??Brehm, 1999).Emotions arise in relation to ”something”,211
with internal or external stimulus. Emotional responses to events and situations of the subject facing features212
are dependent stimuli, the meaning given to them (cognitive and affective assessment) and, last but not least,213
depending on availability emotional person: sensitive and specific variables organisms -example, physiological214
reactivity. (Neveanu, 1976;Zlate, 2000, Golu, 2005).215

Characteristics or properties of discrete emotions (current situational emotions), we shall refer briefly below,216
the following aspects: intensity, hedonic tone, duration, direction, expressiveness, the motivational and cognitive217
value (awareness).218
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9 Emotion intensity or level of activation refers219

to the power or force with which a state is experienced. Living depends on the particular stimulus intensity220
(intensity and relevance to the topic), but also the ability to vibrate emotional subject. From this point of221
view, there are strong interindividual differences: some people have a strong emotional sensitivity, have intense222
emotions, have high energy, others have fewer opportunities to vibrate emotional, emotions have a poor record223
and a smaller response emotional.224

10 Intensity is not always adequate living manifestation of225

behavioral intensity (emotional expression), as people have226

emotional self-control227

Positive And Negative Emotions Within The Organizational Context rate, endocrine secretion, etc.. Under-228
standing emotions requires recognizing the role of neurophysiological processes that trigger emotional reactions229
(eg, positive emotions lead to an increase in dopamine neurotransmitter). 4. Subjective component -”subjective230
living” as a product of both cognitive assessment and evaluation of emotional information processing related to231
the unconscious mechanisms or cognitive structures, rational (emotional awareness).232

Although internal congruence of emotional ability and can display, depending on context or real emotions,233
sincere or false emotions.234

2. Hedonic tone refers to the capacities of both pleasant and unpleasant emotional states, described in235
everyday language in terms of positive emotions, negative emotions and pleasant, unpleasant. Hedonic tone236
(pleasure-displeasure) is associated with the satisfaction of needs and trends or tendencies to reject nearby237
(avoid) the stimulus. Depending on the hedonic tone (the amount of pleasure experienced), all discrete emotions238
can be characterized as pleasant (positive) or unpleasant (negative). According to hedonistic model, the natural239
tendency of men to seek pleasure and avoid pain. After experience means unity between these emotional Panksepp240
(1998) ”search system” of pleasure is what determines and supports curiosity (from exploratory curiosity to the241
intellectual). The search for pleasure is characterized by intense interest for different aspects of reality and induce242
a state of excitement as we approach what we want (no pleasure in itself, but waiting / anticipating the pleasure).243

Duration is the extent of emotion in time, maintaining a state (and / or appropriate emotional response) on244
a longer or shorter. Emotional episodes are usually short-term responses to specific stimuli: emotion can last245
from several seconds to several hours, feelings can last for years. 4. Direction refers to the orientation of emotion246
in relation to a stimulus, internal or external. Emotion is triggered in relation to ”something”, with a stimulus,247
whose influence can be more or less aware of the subject; in general, people are able to assign their experiences248
of objects, people, situations defined.249

11 Emotional expressiveness processes can250

occur by: expressive changes involving moving parts of the face; pantomimic (all reactions involving the whole251
body: dress, walking, etc..); organic changes (gain or decreased heart rate, the respiratory rate, decrease or252
increase muscle tone, expressed by pallor, redness, lump in throat, empty stomach, voice changes, sweating,253
tremors, etc.254

Expression of emotion as revealed W.James (1994), has an emotional self-regulation (feedback effect of255
expression). Although W. James describes patterns of specific psychosomatic manifestations for different256
categories of emotions (eg. fear, anger, sadness), he stresses that these are indicative and descriptive panels257
do not allow strict classification and labeling of emotions in terms of certain somatic indicators. Emotions are258
not specific and unique expression patterns, but complex psychological variables, and therefore difficult types259
included in the strict.260

6. Motivational value. Satisfaction of needs generates pleasant feelings (joy, pleasure, excitement) with their261
emotions, awareness and management of their emotions on the one hand, and the ability to ”read” emotions of262
others and communicate ”emotionally” with others.263

Causes of emotions. For this study we consider another useful descriptive picture of the emotions, focused264
on generating sources of positive and negative emotions. It is understood that in terms of causes of emotions265
they are as different as different and unique are the inner experiences of individuals. However, the main general266
causes associated with the appearance of emotions as they arise through systematic information in the literature267
consulted for this study can be listed and described as follows:268

1. needs (particularly emotions generated by basal (deficit) needs -security, love, recognition and social269
belonging, power and control); 2. closer to achieving desired goals and objectives; 3. knowledge and personal270
development (emotions related with the knowledge and self-knowledge, the person’s ability to give meaning to271
life -the need for self-realization or self-actualization); orientation of attentiondepending on the value of stimuli272
and their significance for the subject; emotional management (emotional control person’s ability, the ability to273
manage emotions).274

1. Needs -especially emotions generated by basal needs (deficit): security, love, recognition and social275
belonging, power and control. Positive emotions (joy, happiness, contentment, enthusiasm, etc..) are associated276
with the manifestation of love in the couple relationship (time spent with a loved one), in relation to children,277
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15 MANAGEMENT OF EMOTIONAL (EMOTIONAL CONTROL PERSON’S
ABILITY AND ABILITY TO MANAGE EMOTIONS). PEOPLE

relationships with friends and significant people, etc. Negative emotions (sadness, fear, anger, jealousy, envy,278
etc..) are associated with unmet need for love, self-achievement, power, etc.279

Negative emotions, in general, have profound causes: emotional injury, fear of losing (”loss” of any280
Positive And Negative Emotions Within The Organizational Context and their frustration is associated with281

unpleasant feelings appearance (sadness, annoyance, depression).282
The value of cognitive (awareness). Cognitive value of emotions refers to all the thoughts and ideas that283

accompany emotions. Cognitive perspective, not the object (stimulus) in itself is important, but rather how284
the person plays, rational meaning that it assigns. Positive thinking (cognition function) is associated with285
positive emotions, negative thinking (dysfunctional cognitions) is associated with negative emotions. Regarding286
awareness, discrete emotions vary from individual to individual and also varies at one and the same individual,287
depending on the ability to be in contact with their own emotional experience, depending on when they occur,288
depending on the intensity and stimulus characteristics. Awareness of emotions is related to the concept of289
emotional intelligence, a kind: loss of love, loss of respect), damage self-esteem, threats (real or imaginary).290
According to motivational theories, each emotion is related to specific needs: for example, anger is not associated291
with any type of reason, but in particular with the need for power.292

2. Achieve the desired goals. Positive emotions are associated not only with the final moment of success,293
but provides the energy required to finish the activity. People feel joy, happiness or well-being when goals are294
achieved or when exercising personal power or victory in the competition. Depending on the professional field,295
the sources of emotions are different: from winning a match in the team (for sports) to discover a new and296
innovative solutions in an area (for a researcher).297

Similarly, people live negative emotions (sadness, anger, disappointment, etc.) when fail to achieve personal298
goals. Frustration is the result of the existence of disturbing stimuli, the real or imaginary obstacles that interferes299
with the way the person wants (progress toward a goal is blocked). concept that designate the person’s ability300
to be in touch 3.301

12 4.302

13 5.303

14 7.304

3. Knowledge and personal development (emotions related with self-awareness, the ability to give meaning305
to life, the need for self-realization). Positive emotions are associated with the enrichment of knowledge, life306
experience, intellectual curiosity, openness to new experiences, peak experiences (peak experiences), the interest307
and involvement in enjoyable activities (professional or different).308

According to positive psychology (Seligman, 2007), positive emotions and well-being are associated with309
optimal operating condition of being human. People who live predominantly positive emotions are in contact310
with their deep needs and tend to invest relationships and activities they carry out with sense and feel that311
their life has meaning (search and awareness of the meaning of life). Orientation of attention. People who312
live predominantly positive emotions orient their attention to attractive stimuli, remain positive and pleasant313
in processing information, ”see the glass half full”, set deep human connections, real and authentic with others,314
keeping up with others, treat others with respect, kindness, compassion and dignity.315

A first selection of relevant information is made subject to the attention:orientation of attention to a loved316
one, making the emotion of fear danger, recognition of an offense in anger so. Emotionally relevant stimuli guide317
attention: if the stimuli are pleasant (attractive) conduct orientation is triggered source of pleasure, proximity318
search and maintenance of stimulus (stimulus orientation desirable). If stimuli are perceived unpleasant behavior319
manifests itself by avoiding or blocking stimulus.320

15 Management of emotional (emotional control person’s abil-321

ity and ability to manage emotions). People322

Positive emotions are associated with: needs, effective emotional management (person’s ability to be in contact323
with their own needs -self-knowledge), positive cognitions, goals, obtain benefits, orientation and attention324
to attractive stimuli maintaining pleasant information processing. In the category of positive emotions come325
happiness, gratitude, joy, enthusiasm, pride, optimism, wellness, gratitude, emotional release, power, etc.326

The purpose of this study we chose, the positive emotions, four emotions: joy, happiness, gratitude and327
well. Happiness, joy, gratitude and wellbeing are difficult concepts operationalized. The literature rarely made328
clear distinction between these emotional states. For example, Brehm (1999, p.11) states that ”happiness is329
closely linked to the general feeling of well being or life satisfaction.” The uniqueness of individual emotional330
experience, nature ephemeral, short-lived, their variety and different emotional responses to a single stimulus not331
only two different persons, but one and the same person in different situations, all of which are conceptual and332
methodological difficulties.333

The concept of subject well-being, as defined by Diener (1984), designates the emotional component of334
subjective quality of life in turn determined by two aspects: component hedonic (pleasant living) and evaluative335
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component (big picture person and thoughts on life as a whole -a concept that forms the person and the quality336
of life.)337

Positive And Negative Emotions Within The Organizational Context who tend to live predominantly positive338
emotions have a higher level of emotional intelligence, are in touch with their feelings (either positive or negative)339
and have the ability to better manage negative emotions (through awareness, acceptance, recognition, assuming).340
On the other hand, negative emotions are associated with lower skills of the person emotional control and341
emotional management.342

Coping capacities of people in negative emotions generally fall into the following types of reactions: awareness,343
acceptance or defensive reactions (of ego defense: avoidance, denial, displacement, etc.). Perceived inability to344
control the course of events topic (feeling that can do nothing, things beyond its control) generates negative345
emotions: jealousy, envy, fear, anger, etc. Negative emotions associated with feeling of threat to the ego (in its346
basic needs: security, love, power and control, etc..).347

Positive emotions are pleasant states (hedonic tone), short-lived (persistent), with variable intensity (passive348
or active after activation level), with a calm or tumultuous conduct reactions (sudden, involuntary reactions349
accompanied by physical manifestations or Well-being (emotional life ”good”) refers to the tendency of a person350
to experience predominantly positive state. The positive states exceed those negative, the growth we can talk351
about wellbeing. Research in psychology shows that people living emotion emotional states are positive oriented352
self-help behaviors are more empathetic, tolerant and willing to help those around ??Lelord & André, 2003,353
p.102).354

After Ryff (1989) one of the basal dimensions of well-being is the ”personal development”. A person in355
a continuous process of knowledge and self-knowledge, tend to experience positive emotions predominantly356
generated by the authenticity and novelty of experience. Emotions of joy and happiness are associated with357
moments in which to achieve the full potential of an individual: an individual has the skills and talents and358
capitalize fully manifest in everything and is known for his way of being.359

Model based on hedonistic (pleasure and avoid displeasure search), a number of studies have demonstrated360
susceptibility to the processing of pleasant information and natural inclination of people to maintain well-being.361
Robinson, Solberg, Vargas & Tamir (2003) showed that persons in a state well have an enhanced ability to detect362
and differentiate faster than 4.363

diffuse) with a relatively high degree of awareness and a well-defined orientation (for objects, people, specific364
situations etc.).365

When a person lives a good feeling, it will seek to maintain that state through the stimulus orientation pleasing,366
attractive (associated with maintaining attention and tend to continue to process information like). Moreover,367
the emergence of negative valence stimuli will be ignored: ”When a person has reason to be happy rationality,368
reception information will be unfortunate insignificant (Brehm, 1999, p.9).” However, the dynamics of well-being369
and positive emotions is influenced by the intensity and importance of negative events that occur or intensity370
of stimuli that appear in the subject field of attention. Thus, if unfortunate news is more important topic than371
the concern to maintain wellness, positive emotion will diminish considerably and will be replaced by a negative372
emotion ??Brehm, 1999).373

We believe that wellness system is construct basal for positive emotions; happiness, joy and satisfaction are374
more intense emotions, whose causes are common with those of the emergence and / or maintaining well-being.375
After ??elord & André (2003, p.101 -104), well-being is associated with: a) propensity to self-help behaviors376
(people are in a good state more naturally helps others); b) higher levels of creativity (in brainstorming sessions,377
good people willing emit a greater number of ideas, their responses are unique and original, are faster and more378
ingenious solutions to problems); c) ability to make correct decisions quickly important exam success, the joy of379
becoming a parent, contemplating a magnificent landscape, etc.380

Happiness. As noted Brehm (1999, p.9), because no clear behavioral effects, the emotion of happiness presents381
a challenge in the theoretical study. The meaning of happiness is different from person to person, association382
with a person’s ability to enjoy the small things, with achievements in a particular area (a success, professional383
success), with the need to exercise personal power and so on. After ??rown & Marshall (2001, p.576), happiness384
is an emotion with a variable duration and intensity that can be generated by the simplest things: a person385
can feel happy sitting in a warm ray of sunshine or on a child at play. ??eligman (2007, p.78 -81) distinguishes386
between happiness and joy long time: the degree of happiness of the moment can be easily increased by all sorts387
of incentives, such as chocolate, a comedy, a massage, a compliment, a bouquet of flowers or a shirt new; the388
real challenge is to increase lasting happiness. In his opinion, simply increasing the number of times when we389
experience positive emotions does not guarantee lasting happiness. Lasting happiness is influenced by Seligman,390
the dowry hereditary: inherited a sort of ”guide” that guides us to a certain level of happiness or sadness, each of391
us has a predetermined interval of the level of positive emotions (and negative) and this interval can be inherited392
aspect of general happiness.393

Positive And Negative Emotions Within The Organizational Context words with positive connotations of394
the neutral, compared to people who experience feelings of dissatisfaction. and effectively; d) openness to new395
experiences and courage in taking moderate risks. ??Lelord & André, 2003, p. 113): loved ones, family, friends,396
profession, health, etc. Gratitude is one of the important ingredients of happiness (Lelord & André, 2003,397
Seligman, 2007).398
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17 POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE EMOTIONS WITHIN THE
ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT

16 Gratitude is the emotion associated with the valuation of399

what a person already has in his life400

Although each of us are thankful to god for loved ones or what we consider to be important in our lives, we often401
”forget” to express our gratitude to these ”gifts”. In the book ”Authentic Happiness” Seligman (2007), proposed402
as part of personal development and optimization of the well, an exercise in activating emotion of gratitude by403
becoming aware of those aspects of our lives that we consider as positive and beneficial for us, that bring us joy,404
happiness and wellbeing. Exercise involves listing of those elements that are recognized and, if gratitude goes to405
people in our lives, and open communication of gratitude towards them.406

Joy. After ??elord & André (2003, p.94-95), the joy is part of the family of good mood and happiness, is an407
experience so intense mental and physical, is a reaction to an event, has a limited duration, even if it can be408
lived again. Defining the intensity of joy is manifested living, regardless of event or stimulus that generates: an409
Negative emotions are unpleasant states (hedonic tone), short-lived (persistent), with variable intensity (passive410
or active after activation level), with a calm or tumultuous conduct reactions (sudden, involuntary reactions411
accompanied by physical manifestations or diffuse) with a relatively low level of awareness.412

Negative emotions associated with: unmet needs, barriers to achieving the objectives (frustration), inefficient413
emotional management (low capacity of the person to be in contact with their own needs and emotions, insufficient414
knowledge of self), dysfunctional cognitions (negative thinking) and / or prone to keeping the information415
processing unpleasant situations perceived as threatening (real or imagined danger), losses, traumatic events,416
penalties and constraints.417

In the category of negative emotions enter sadness, discouragement, disappointment, anger, unhappiness,418
depression, regret, frustration, feelings of hopelessness, desolation, grief, loneliness, despair, selfclosing, feelings419
of guilt, pain, suffering, anger, unhappiness, shame , disgust, bitterness, envy. Included in the core emotions of420
anxiety is also a series of negative emotions: fear, anxiety, worry, concern, agitation, alarm, tension, fear, tension,421
terror, panic, horror.422

Llu, Karasawa & Weiner (1992) points out that colloquially higher frequency words designating negative423
feelings than positive words used to name feelings: there are several linguistic labels for negative emotions than424
positive emotions. There is also a much larger number of studies on negative emotions than positive studies and425
research on emotions. As the ??elord & André (2003, p. 91), a recent study by Diener & Lucas (2000) reveals426
surprising results: were made seventeen times more psychological investigation of sadness, fear, anger, jealousy427
and other negative emotions than positive emotions and joy. Also, from accessing a database specialist, Pressman428
& Cohen (2005, p.925) states that there are 20 times more studies about the relationship between depression and429
health than about the relationship between happiness and health.430

Negative emotions are generally difficult to manage: the person lives feel that their conduct does not control431
(feelings are triggered and / or maintained by the subject perceived inability to control the course of events).432

Sources generating negative emotions can have profound: emotional wounds, unmet needs, fear of losing (in any433
field motivational losses -loss of material or emotional security, love, loss, loss of self-esteem, loss of social status,434
etc.. Is associated with negative emotional states sense of threat to the ego (in its basal needs, deficit -security,435
love, control, power -or selfrealization needs). subject perceives as her superior in one or more respects. ??elord436
and André (2003, p. 71) describe three types of envy: envy depressed, hostile envy and jealousy admiration.437

Envy depressed is associated with defensive behaviors, withdrawal and avoidance, when comparing to ”other”438
(perceived as superior in some respects) and the devaluation of the person is orients itself with the hostility,439
blaming it for failing to obtain same advantages as the person envied.440

Envy hostile destructive behaviors associated with the address of the person envied: devaluation, denigration,441
gossip, etc. Wishing to ”equalize” the situation they perceive as threatening to self-esteem, person is moving442
towards envied person with hostility, resentment and the desire to ”destroy” the object and advantage of the443
”other”.444

Admiring envy, although involving a dose of suffering, must recognize the superiority of the other in a given445
area and the desire to live up to it and / or even exceed, is associated with orientation to self and seeking resources446
to optimize the situation.447

17 Positive And Negative Emotions Within The Organizational448

Context449

Whether the threat is real or imaginary, negative emotions may be associated with feelings of powerlessness,450
helplessness and activates ego defense mechanisms: avoidance, self-withdrawal, denial, displacement, aggressive451
confrontation, etc. For example, active anger is associated with inappropriate types of reactions: raising voice,452
verbal aggression and / or physical, sadness is associated with withdrawal itself, avoiding others, denial, etc.453

If we were to relate the emotions with feelings deeper, we might say that a central component in the system454
is experiencing negative emotions, feelings of threat and / or danger as for positive emotions, construction is455
well-basal (living sense of security).456

The purpose of this study we have chosen, the discrete negative emotions, four emotions: envy, jealousy, fear457
and anger.458
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Envy. After Smith & Kim (2007, p.46), envy is an emotion unpleasant, often painful, associated with feelings459
of inferiority and hostility and resentment caused by the realization that another person lives a joy on the subject460
himself-would like to live, or that have an object that the subject himself would like to have. Realization that an461
object or ”thing” desired subject matter belongs to someone else and not himself may generate, in addition to envy,462
more negative feelings associated with different intensity and duration: anger, sadness, hostility, etc.According463
to the theory of discrete emotions, emotion of the same sign attract similar emotions as valence: if envy, it may464
occur in other system close: jealousy, hate, anger, hostility, etc.. with diminishing confidence and is based on a465
comparison between the subject and ”other”, which the Envy is associated with feelings of inferiority, Jealousy466
is an emotion unpleasant, intense, focused mainly on the risk of losing (in general, in love) a good that we have467
already ??Lelord and André, 2003, p.68). Jealousy is associated with hostility, resentment and / or aggression468
against another person about the individual concerned believes that it enjoys an advantage of a good condition469
or a third party.470

Jealousy is based on fear of losing (love, most often) and living a danger or threat (real or imagined) against471
his own welfare, is an emotion generated by the subject perceived inability to control the course of events.472

The jealousy and envy interpretation, theorists use triad consists of: 1. person (living the emotion) 2. rival473
-a competing ”other” for something: person, object, social status etc. 3. object of desire: the person or object474
(”good”) which is the subject of admiration or desire. (Lelord and André, 2003;Vecchio, 2000) Between envy and475
jealousy line is not easily defined. Although described separately addressed in the literature, there is no clear476
consensus among experts on the differences between the two emotions. Jealousy, like envy, implies the existence477
of a rival, rivalry and competition between two people for ”something”: a relationship of love and social success478
(successes, social status), how to be and individual skills (higher skill, beauty, intelligence, etc.), they have other479
assets (house, boat, etc..).480

Despite different approaches and theoretical explanations, more grounded concept seems to be that the third481
element of the triad (ie, person, object or property subject of admiration or desire) is the criterion of differentiation482
between the two emotions: namely, the Global Journal of Human Social Science Volume XI Issue IX Version I483
proximity of the ”good” to the person -if envy, that is, possession of the object desired and the desire to preserve484
-for jealousy. Thus, if the desired object is a shared and / or already in possession, which could trigger a rivalry485
real or imagined (eg, ”parental attention” love) when we talk jealousy (or envy and jealousy on the mixture). The486
prospect of losing the property that you already have, fear of losing, fear of being replaced by another emotion487
of jealousy triggers associated with possessiveness, suspicion, hostility, tend to control,etc.488

If the object is a shared desire (not in our possession is not a good ours, but belongs to someone else) talk489
about jealousy, for example: a house, property, etc. talent. Envy implies a desire to have what someone else490
already has: material goods, social status, traits or skills (such as intelligence, beauty, etc.).491

Envy is manifested in relation to property belonging to someone else, jealousy in relation to an asset that492
belongs to us already and we are afraid to lose him. Some research has shown that 59% of cases there is jealousy493
and envy. Instead, jealousy occurs only in 11% of cases of envy ” (Parrot & Smith (1993) cited ??elord & André494
(2003, p.68). Jealousy can influence the According to evolutionary theory, fear plays a key role in adapting to495
the environment acting as a warning inside quickly mobilizing individual resources to cope with danger.496

Fear triggered by external stimuli is associated with rapid detection of possible threats, the orientation of497
attention to the stimulus perceived as dangerous, concentration and quickly search for solutions to eliminate498
the danger (in crisis situations, most times the speed of reaction to stimuli increases). So, fear is an emotion499
activated by the presence of external or internal stimuli, perceived as a threat to physical safety or welfare of500
the person. Fear leads to behaviors avoided removal and protection to the stimulus perceived as dangerous,501
threatening, destructive, etc.. Anger is an emotion negative, unpleasant, which occurs when blocked plans or502
when between individual desire and feasibility of the desire to interpose obstacles. Anger is caused by a conflict503
between personal goals or a threat to the course of action. In the literature anger is associated with: reduced504
emotional self-control capacity, irritability to stimuli of low intensity,505

Positive And Negative Emotions Within The Organizational Context development of envy, while mutual envy506
is not valid. Envy not necessarily cause feelings of jealousy (possessiveness in a social relationship) in the absence507
of envy and jealousy can exist while jealousy is often accompanied by feelings of envy ??Vecchio, 2000, p.174).508

By professional, dynamic and ongoing competition (for social status, income, gains additional pecuniary), and509
potential threats associated social, can generate strong negative emotions among fellow workers, in a competitive510
job workers tend to experiment more negative emotions. As stressed by Vecchio (2000), competitive individuals511
with a need to control their own performance in a professional environment, will experience stronger negative512
emotions, particularly jealousy, when identifying threats in terms of performance. Under prolonged exposure to513
social threat, increase the frequency and intensity of negative emotions.514

On the other hand, employees who have professional independence and autonomy in their work, tend to515
experience fewer negative emotions. An explanation of this phenomenon is that people operating individually516
and depend more than their colleagues in their tasks, are less exposed to competition (they have less contact with517
the competitive environment): reducing exposure to competition contribute to social reducing negative emotions518
experimentation.519

Fear is a negative emotion, unpleasant, with a variable intensity and duration (depending on the presence of520
stimulus anxiogen) indicating a situation of danger (real or fictional) and triggers defense responses to stimuli:521
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18 IV. MANAGEMENT OF EMOTIONS

escape, confrontation, blockage or or failure to act. Anxiogeni stimuli can be real or imaginary (objects, people,522
situations, insects, noise, etc.). low resistance to frustration, aggression manifest (it consumed in the action523
plan or verbally) or latent aggression (passive), reducing capacity discernment, trends and destructive behaviors,524
personal dissatisfaction, emotional weaknesses, fear of loss, damage, etc.525

18 IV. MANAGEMENT OF EMOTIONS526

Emotional experience, understood as a set of successive rebalancing, restructuring and reactivation of emotional527
resources, shape and influence a range of behavioral manifestations of the subject: decision behavior, commu-528
nication and networking abilities, work style, efficiency and effectiveness of, and changes mental restructuring529
(ensuring coherence, unity and diversity while cognitive structures unlimited plasticity of problematic situations).530

The organizational activity, solve problematic situations faced by the employee working both strategies and531
cognitive resources, operators and emotional. All the qualities of a human action (rationality, ethics, utility,532
efficiency, innovation, etc..) Schemes are influenced by both cognitive and willingness to work flexible data and533
emotional experience of the subject and its ability to manage emotions.534

At the organizational level, an understanding of the practical implications of positive emotions and negative535
effects on organizational work is to optimize the orientation leaders experience emotional interest, to reduce536
conflict situations that generate negative emotions in interpersonal relations and work. Today, concern for quality537
is the emotional life of organizational development strategies: total quality management (with emphasis on human538
resources), conflict negotiation techniques, communication efficiency in work teams, valuing and recognition of539
professional merit, etc.. Lately, realizing the importance of emotional experience of employees, organizational540
leaders are investing in training and emotional development optimization, designed to streamline relations between541
employees or between them and their customers. It is already known that customer confidence in an organization542
depends not only on the quality of goods and services but also the quality of human relationships (how customers543
are treated by employees), it is one of the reasons why, in some organizations, There is a set of rules explicitly544
emotional, that employees must comply.545

In the organizational context, management of emotions is made more important at two levels: the personal546
(individual) and the organizational (social).547

Emotional management at the individual level refers to the skills of emotional self-control person, resource548
management and coping to emotional negative emotions (through awareness, acceptance / recognition and549
assuming). People who are in touch the interest of leaders for the welfare of the employee should be a real550
one, not determined by the needs of increasing profit organization or organizational efficiency.551

Such an attitude, respect for genuine emotional experience and concerns of members of the organization to552
ensure optimal emotional climate (conflict management, fostering communication, the propagation of positive553
emotions lead to employees) are more powerful than the imperatives of organizational change and emotional rules554
explicitly formulated.555

At the organizational level, management of emotions, although desirable, is a challenge for any leader556
and specialist in human resources. Managing emotions at the individual level (person’s ability to manage557
their emotional states, especially negative emotions) is currently considered a basal component of emotional558
intelligence. If self-adjustment and emotional559

Positive And Negative Emotions Within The Organizational Context with their feelings, which have a good560
level of emotional intelligence have more ability to manage high emotions and better coping capacity of the561
negative emotions. On the other hand, the tendency to experience negative emotions the person is associated562
with lower emotional control skills and emotional management.563

Management at the organizational level there is a set of rules aimed at emotional desirable that employees564
must comply, regulate emotional exchanges (between employees and customers, between leaders and employees),565
and strategies of leaders and specialists in human resources to optimize and increase emotional quality of life of566
employees.567

The organizational environment, employees invest a substantial part of their emotional energy, both in their568
operations actiit??ile and social relations, formal and informal. Emotion management requires knowledge about569
the nature of emotions, recovery factors acting positively on emotional life and improving employees’ ability to570
manage their emotional resources so as to adapt to business requirements and work to increase organizational571
effectiveness.572

We believe that the express requirement to the employees to comply with rules can be harmful emotionally573
to the person just by the imperative of emotional responses to shape after some fixed external rules. The only574
area where the person feels deeply in touch with the universe itself is emotional. Invading the personal space by575
requiring the employee to undergo training to optimize the emotions or emotional language assimilate a customer576
relationship can deepen its internal conflicts and may give the feeling that the organization has a global control577
was not only financial resources, requirements or professional activity, but also tend to control how to feel and578
live.579

What I want to emphasize is, first, that participation in trainings optimization or emotional skills development580
should always be optional and not required for the employee and, on the other hand, that management is not581
one of personal skills easily acquired, the more difficult is to manage emotions in the organizational group.582
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Management of emotions in organizations is feasible given that is based on two important elements: authentic583
respect for the emotional experience of employees at work and emotional behavior of the leader.584

There is already empirical evidence that the leader’s emotions influence group members’ emotions: excitement585
spreads from top to bottom, from the person who has authority to subordinates. A leader anxious with feelings586
of inferiority, which feels threatened by his subordinates capabilities, with a need for power or control, etc.. group587
members will influence emotions in a different way than a balanced leader who is in contact with himself and588
has a good level of self-esteem. It goes without saying that the first condition for a leader to be effective in the589
management of emotion at the organizational level is the ability to manage their own emotions. Similarly, the590
ability to meet people who work involves, first, an optimal level of self-esteem. The management team is the591
decisive factor in creating and maintaining a positive emotional climate at work, carrying positive organizational592
activities. 1 2 3 4 5593
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